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**Working with Curves and Gradients** The **Curves** and **Gradients** tools are found under the Edit menu. You can toggle between the tools and modes with the three buttons located to the left of the tools. The first button, labeled with the letter B in Figure 4-1, brings up the Curves and Gradients tools. If the Zoom buttons ( ) are disabled, you
will be working in the 2-D mode. You can switch to 3-D mode by pressing the Spacebar. FIGURE 4-1 The Curves and Gradients tools are located to the left of the Zoom buttons. Here is an overview of the functions of the tools. * * * **TIP** If you want to edit a curve or gradient, it's often easier to work directly in the 3-D view of the image. If you
do use the 2-D view, make sure that you set the settings for how much control you want to have, as explained here. * * * * * * **TIP** If you are going to work in 2-D mode, choose the threshold. This controls how much of the curve is visible in the image. * * * The four buttons directly below the Curves and Gradients tools bring up the four main
tools of the graphic design software: the Horizontal Type tool, the Vertical Type tool, the Rectangle tool, and the Ellipse tool. These tools can all be found in the Tools panel of the main menus. The toolbar below the main tools contains controls for the active tool. Here you can also find the Reverse command and
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If you want to become a professional photographer and make money using Photoshop, then you need a proper photography guide in your hands. If you just use Photoshop to edit an image that is already saved, or create another image that will be saved, then you might wonder what it means to be a professional photographer using Photoshop Elements.
In my opinion, Photoshop Elements is a software tool that is ideal for anyone who wants to edit a few photos a day. It is not a photography guide and I will use Photoshop to explain how to edit a digital photo just because a client or myself asked me to do so. Because Photoshop Elements is not a software tool for professionals, the editing process varies
depending on the user's skill level. Photoshop Elements has a number of built-in functions: Free Transform to change the shape, size and position of an object on a photo. to change the shape, size and position of an object on a photo. Easy Repair to correct objects such as dust, scratches, fingerprints, etc. to correct objects such as dust, scratches,
fingerprints, etc. Live to create a new object or modify an object such as changing an image to black-and-white to sharpen an image. to create a new object or modify an object such as changing an image to black-and-white to sharpen an image. Layer Masks to create a new layer and control the opacity of it. to create a new layer and control the opacity
of it. Lens Correction to remove dust and other object reflections on your images. to remove dust and other object reflections on your images. Spot Healing to fix white objects on a photo. to fix white objects on a photo. The Background Eraser to erase the background of a photo. to erase the background of a photo. The Content-Aware Patch to remove
unwanted objects. to remove unwanted objects. The Remove Noise filter to remove unwanted noise from an image. to remove unwanted noise from an image. The Smudge Tool to apply an adjustment to your photo, such as adding vignetting. to apply an adjustment to your photo, such as adding vignetting. The Characteristics to change the aspects of an
image such as changing the shadows or creating a new object. to change the aspects of an image such as changing the shadows or creating a new object. The Color Curves to change the saturation, brightness 05a79cecff
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Q: Installing a version of cURL that suits my PHP (5.3.3) So I just recently noticed that my PHP version is 5.3.3 and my cURL version is 7.31. My question is this: How do I go about installing cURL in my version of PHP? I have phpinfo() telling me that cURL is installed in the right path, but I am unsure as to how I would go about enabling the cURL
functions in the php.ini file. Thank you for your help in advance! A: If this is simply the version mismatch you're seeing (probably cURL and PHP have been installed together on your system) you're in luck: $ php -i | grep -i "curl" will show the version of cURL your PHP is using. If you're in a situation where you've got both versions of cURL and
PHP installed you'll need to re-compile PHP to have it use cURL 7. If this is something you'd like to do, the procedure is fairly simple, and you can do it through your current user's online PHP "Build" system. You can install cURL in any of your PHP installations from this same directory. Q: Macbook Pro 2013 Sleep mode unable to start after wake
up. How to fix? I have a 2011 Macbook Pro and just purchased a new 2013 model. In the new one everything works fine, except Sleep mode. When I put the Macbook to sleep, the only thing that happens is the display turns off and when I come back from sleep, my bluetooth keyboard still works, but the touchpad is not responding at all. When I take
the Macbook off the battery, and leave it idle for a while, the touchpad starts working again. I already tried to toggle the power (no matter if it was charge or battery) multiple times, while the Macbook was in sleep mode, but the power still doesn't turn back on to. The only solution now is to turn the Macbook off. I always power off the Macbook by
pressing the power button. It turns off for a long time before turning back on. A: Just for anyone who was looking for a solution: I found this by chance as I was still searching for a solution to this problem. Basically you boot into single
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Q: jQuery fadeOut and fadeIn not working I have a display that I want to fade out and fade in when a user hovers over a specific area. I've used jQuery before, but never with fadeIn and fadeOut and I'm having a hard time getting anything to happen. Here's my html: Sample heading This is a paragraph of sample text. jQuery:
$('.disp_main').hover(function() { $(this).fadeOut(1000); }, function() { $(this).fadeIn(1000); }); Thanks in advance. A: .hover() works for elements that support an event called "hover", such as anchors () and links (). You cannot use it to trigger animations on elements without a user-interactive function, such as images (). Use.mouseover() instead.
Show HN: Cascading, React, MERN Stack Web App With Docker - cccdam ====== mmmrg It's unclear from the video what stack the app is written in. Is it React with Redux? What's so great about it? It looks like a mostly vanilla app with React. Do you have some screenshot or a blog post about it? Predictive validation of the RECIST 1.1 guideline
for assessment of the response to antic
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- Requires either a minimum of 1 GB of RAM - Requires a video card with 1 GB of RAM Installation & Gameplay The PC Gamer review is highly recommended for more information. There is a lot of information contained in the review. I've put together a short list of tips from the PC Gamer review for setting up and enjoying the game. They may
not apply to all missions, but it may help if you're new to the game. General Setup - Disable the following features in the NVIDIA Control Panel if you are
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